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Abstract 

There is increasing evidence that user characteristics can have a significant impact on visualization effectiveness, 

suggesting that visualizations could be designed to better fit each user’s specific needs. Most studies to date, how-

ever, have looked at static visualizations. Studies considering interactive visualizations have only looked at a li-

mited number of user characteristics, and consider either low-level tasks (e.g., value retrieval), or high-level tasks 

(in particular: discovery), but not both. This paper contributes to this line of work by looking at the impact of a 

large set of user characteristics on user performance with interactive visualizations, for both low and high-level 

tasks. We focus on interactive visualizations that support decision making, exemplified by a visualization known as 

Value Charts. We include in the study two versions of ValueCharts that differ in terms of layout, to ascertain 

whether layout mediates the impact of individual differences and could be considered as a form of personalization. 

Our key findings are that (i)  performance with low and high-level tasks is affected by different user characteristics, 

and (ii) users with low visual working memory perform better with a horizontal layout. We discuss how these find-

ings can inform the provision of personalized support to visualization processing. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): H.5.m. Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., 

HCI): Miscellaneous. 

 

1. Introduction 

As visual analytics is increasingly applied in a large number of 

domains, there is a pressing need to design interactive visuali-

zations that can support users with a variety of backgrounds 

and abilities. This endeavor requires understanding how differ-

ent backgrounds and abilities impact the processing  of  highly 

interactive visualizations that support a variety of visualization 

manipulation methods. By visualization manipulation methods 

we mean conceptual methods to solve a visualization task, as 

defined in [BM13] (e.g., navigation, selection, filter, aggre-

gate), whereas interaction techniques are the actual interface 

actions that allow performing specific manipulations (e.g., 

zooming, details-on-demand). Understanding the impact of 

individual differences for such highly interactive systems can 

help create personalized visualizations, either through system-

driven adaptation or by providing the user with ways to cus-

tomize the visualization. ([Gra06, GF10]).  

However, most previous work on the impact of user differ-

ences on visualization processing has focused on basic visuali-

zations that are used in a non-interactive manner (e.g., bar and 

radar charts), while results on more complex interactive visua-

lizations are still limited. More specifically: 

 There is no study on interactive visualizations examining 

the impact of a wide spectrum of user characteristics, 

ranging from cognitive abilities to personality traits and 

expertise.  

 Interaction techniques in previous studies only support 

the conceptual methods of navigation and selection to 

solve a visualization task [BM13].  

 Prior studies only consider either low-level tasks (e.g., 

value retrieval) or high-level tasks (in particular discov-

ery [CMS99]), not both. Moreover, no study considers 

the high-level task of decision making. 

With the long-term goal of devising interactive visualiza-

tions personalized to each user’s individual need, this paper 

contributes to fill some of these gaps with a user study that 

investigates the impact of a large set of user characteristics on 

both low and high-level tasks that can be performed with a 

variety of visualization manipulation methods. We focus on 

visualizations that are designed to support decision making 

through facilitating the analysis of multi-attribute rankings, 

for two reasons. First, these visualizations for decision making 

are becoming increasingly popular (e.g., [CL04, GLG13]). 

Second, they support multiple visualization manipulation me-

thods using a variety of interactive techniques, which allow 
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users to execute a range of low and high level visualization 

tasks related to decision making. Hence, they represent a suita-

ble test-bed for our purposes. To keep the number of study 

conditions manageable, the study presented in this paper tar-

gets one specific visualization, ValueCharts [CL04]. However, 

our results may possibly apply to other similar visualizations 

(e.g. [GLG13]) because they support analogous tasks via very 

similar visualization manipulation methods. Furthermore, Va-

lueCharts (or visualizations based on ValueCharts) have al-

ready been used in practical settings (e.g., [WPTMS12, 

CCb*13]), so finding ways to improve their effectiveness for 

users with different needs can have a practical impact. 

There are two different versions of ValueCharts: one inte-

grates the relevant visualization components horizontally, the 

other one vertically. Previous ValueChart studies reported 

differences in performance with these two layouts, but did not 

explain them [BC08]. Thus, our study investigates whether an 

explanation may be the impact of user characteristics, which 

would indicate that visualization layout could be considered as 

a form of personalization. The user characteristics we investi-

gate include cognitive abilities (perceptual speed, verbal and 

visual working memory), the personality trait known as locus 

of control, and several measures of visualization and domain 

expertise. The study research questions are as follows: 

1. Do these user characteristics impact user performance in 

low-level tasks with ValueCharts?  

a)  are these effects, if any, mediated by the type of low-

level task (e.g. retrieve value, sort)? 

2. Do these user characteristics impact user performance in a 

high-level decision-making task with Value Charts?  

3. Are the effects for 1 & 2, if any, mediated by the visualiza-

tion layout (e.g., horizontal vs. vertical)?  

In the rest of the paper, we first review related work. Next, 

we describe ValueCharts, followed by the description of the 

user study. Then, we present the study results, followed by a 

discussion of how they relate to the above research questions, 

and of implications for personalization. 

2. Related Work 

2.1 Impact of Individual User Differences on InfoVis 

While there is increasing interest in examining the role of user 

differences in InfoVis, most studies are primarily focused on 

static visualizations. Velez et al. [VST05] found correlations 

between five spatial abilities and proficiency in a visualization 

task involving the identification of the correct 3D object from 

its orthogonal projections. Conati & Maclaren [CM08] investi-

gated the impact of a number of cognitive measures on a varie-

ty of low-level tasks with two alternative visualizations (radar 

graph and Multiscale Dimension Visualizer). They found that a 

user’s perceptual speed was a predictor of which of the two 

visualizations would be most effective for one of the tasks. 

Toker et al. [TCCH12] performed a similar study that com-

pared radar graphs with bar graphs, and also found an impact 

of perceptual speed on task performance. In addition, they 

found impacts of visual and verbal working memory on meas-

ures of user satisfaction.  

Results on the impact of user differences on interactive visu-

alizations are still quite limited. They mostly consider either 

cognitive abilities or personality traits, and only pertain to 

either low-level tasks or high-level discovery tasks. Moreover, 

the various visualizations in previous studies only support 

limited visualization manipulation methods and related inter-

active techniques. For example, Büring et al. [BGR06], Chen 

& Czerwinski [CC97], and Allen [All00] each examined the 

role of cognitive abilities (spatial ability [BGR06, CC97], 

spatial scanning [All00], perceptual speed [All00]) in visuali-

zations that support the manipulation methods of selection and 

navigation through the interaction techniques detail-on-

demand [BGR06, CC97, All00] and zooming [BGR06, 

CC97]. Results for low-level retrieval and comparison tasks 

[BGR06], as well as high-level discovery tasks ([CC97, 

All00]) showed that all three cognitive abilities had an effect 

on user performance. More recent work has explored the im-

pact of personality traits on interactive visualizations. Locus 

of control has been shown to impact relative task completion 

times for alternative visualizations [ZCY*11]. In their experi-

ment, each visualization allowed users to select and navigate 

by performing detail-on-demand and collapse/expand interac-

tions. A similar study by Green and Fisher [GF10] confirmed 

the influence of personality traits, with locus of control and 

anxiety-based traits being most influential. 

In contrast with this previous work on interactive visualiza-

tions, we investigate within the same experiment a more com-

prehensive range of user characteristics, namely cognitive 

abilities, personality traits, and expertise. Furthermore, we 

study the impact of these user characteristics on both low-level 

tasks as well as a high-level, open-ended decision making 

task, something that has never been done before.  Performing 

these tasks requires a broader array of visualization manipula-

tion methods than the ones examined in previous studies, 

namely select, navigate, arrange (reorder visual elements), 

and change (modifying the visual encoding) [BM13]. Lastly, 

while previous work compared visualizations that differ in 

terms of functionalities, our study examines two visualizations 

that only differ in terms of layout, which is a basic design 

choice for visualizations supporting the analysis of multi-

attribute rankings. 

2.2 Personalization in Decision Support and in InfoVis 

Complex decisions can often be framed as preferential choic-

es, i.e., the process of selecting the best option out of a possi-

bly large set of alternatives based on multiple attributes (e.g., 

select a house to buy, identify a site for a new airport). Since 

preferential choice may require the user to explore and analyze 

a large amount of information, several interactive visualization 

tools have been developed to support this decision task, in-
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 Figure 1: ValueChart using horizontal layout (VC-H), in the sample domain of hotel selection. 

 

 

cluding the ValueCharts studied in this paper (e.g., [ATS95, 

AA03, Val, CL04, GLG13]). 

Some researchers have moved one step further and started 

investigating how systems that support preferential choice can 

be personalized to the specific needs of each user. Some works 

[Lia87, SNFB95, CM06] have looked at personalization based 

on a user's domain knowledge, preferences, experience, and 

current task, but have not considered cognitive abilities or per-

sonality traits. In the vast majority of work, personalization is 

primarily related to what information should be presented to 

the user, as opposed to our long-term goal of understanding 

how to visualize information. The one exception to this is 

Liang’s work [Lia87] which focused on extremely simple non-

interactive visualizations. 

In terms of possible personalizations in a visualization tool, 

[GF10, Gra06] demonstrated systems that can suggest alterna-

tive visualizations based on specific user or task features, whe-

reas another possibility could be to improve the effectiveness 

of a target visualization via dynamic visual prompts. Also note 

that, in order to adapt to user characteristics, a system needs to 

acquire these characteristics as unobtrusively as possible. 

[SCC14] presents promising results on how this can be done 

from analysis of eye-tracking data in real-time. 

3. ValueCharts 

ValueCharts [CL04] is a set of visualizations and interactive 

techniques intended to support decision-makers in preferential 

choice; more specifically, in inspecting linear preference mod-

els created to select the best option out of a set of alternatives. 

Linear models are popular decision-making tools designed to 

help the decision-maker to rank the available alternatives ac-

cording to multiple attributes. However, as models and their 

domain of application grow in complexity, the analysis of the 

resulting rankings becomes very challenging. Systems like 

ValueCharts [CL04] and LineUp [GLG13] are intended to help 

decision makers deal with this complexity.  The effectiveness 

of ValueCharts has been shown in two analytic evaluations 

(i.e., with respect to a task model) [BC06, Yi08], and in  

 

Figure 2: ValueChart using vertical layout (VC-V). 

two user studies [BC08, PBW*12], as well as several applica-

tions (e.g., [WPTMS12]). 

Based on its success, we chose ValueCharts as a suitable 

testbed for examining the impact of individual characteristics 

on an interactive visualization tool that supports multiple ma-

nipulation methods for low-level tasks as well as the high-

level task of decision making/preferential choice. Figure 1 

shows an example of a ValueChart for the simple preferential 

choice of selecting a hotel when traveling to a new city, out of 

ten available alternatives. For the sake of simplicity, here we 

just describe the key features of ValueCharts1. The relevant 

hotel attributes or objectives (e.g., area, skytrain distance, 

internet access, etc.) are arranged hierarchically (in the so-

called objective tree) and are represented in the top-left qua-

drant of the figure, forming the columns in the ValueChart 

                                                                 

1
The video demo: www.cs.ubc.ca/group/iui/VALUECHARTS 
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display. The width of each column indicates the relative weight 

assigned to the corresponding objective (e.g., sky-train distance 

is less important than area). The available alternatives (i.e., 

hotels) are represented as the rows in the display. The cells in 

each row specify how the corresponding alternative fares with 

respect to each objective, indicated by the amount of filled 

color in the cell. For instance, hotel1 is far from the sky-train, 

but it has excellent internet access. In the rightmost quadrant, 

all values for each alternative are accumulated and presented as 

horizontal stacked bars, displaying the overall value of each 

alternative (e.g., in Figure 1, hotel10 is the best alternative). 

ValueChart provides interactive techniques that support mul-

tiple visualization manipulation methods to enable the inspec-

tion of the preference model. For instance, users can inspect 

the specific domain value of each objective (e.g., actual dis-

tance from the sky-train of hotel1), which is an instance of the 

select and navigate manipulation methods according to 

[BM13]. This can be performed via the detail on demand ac-

tion (e.g., clicking on an alternative). For instance, clicking on 

hotel1 will show the value of each objective for this alternative.  

Double-clicking on a column heading sorts the alternatives 

according to how valuable they are with respect to the corres-

ponding objective (arrange, according to [BM13]). Also, the 

position of an objective can be interchanged with another ob-

jective position through swap (an instance of change, accord-

ing to [BM13]), performed by dragging. For example, if the 

user wants to see the aggregated weight of all alternatives 

based on two objectives (location and rate), she can drag rate to 

bring it adjacent to location in the objective tree. This will 

cause the related colored bars to be stacked adjacently in the 

stacked bar charts representing the overall values of the availa-

ble alternatives. Finally, sensitivity analysis of objectives’ 

weight is enabled by allowing the user to change the width of 

the corresponding column. This can be performed using the 

pump action (another instance of change), where the user 

clicks on an objective to change it by a certain increment, 

which changes all other objectives accordingly. 

4. User Study 

4.1 Individual Characteristics Explored in the Study 

Our study investigates the impact of user characteristics on the 

effectiveness of the two different ValueChart layouts when 

users perform a variety of tasks related to making preferential 

choices. The individual characteristics we investigate include 

three cognitive abilities, one personality trait, and five meas-

ures of user expertise. 

For cognitive abilities, we selected perceptual speed (PS - a 

measure of speed when performing simple perceptual tasks), 

Visual Working Memory (Visual WM - a measure of storage 

and manipulation capacity of visual and spatial information), 

and Verbal Working Memory (Verbal WM - a measure of sto-

rage and manipulation capacity of verbal information). We 

selected these three because they have repeatedly been shown 

to influence the effectiveness of (non-interactive) bar graphs 

[CM08, TCCH12], and ValueCharts are build on this visuali-

zation. For personality traits we selected locus of control be-

cause it is the personality trait that has been most reliably 

linked to user visualization performance so far, particularly for 

its impact on relative performances between simple visualiza-

tion design alternatives [GF10, ZCY*11]. 

For expertise, we selected three measures relating to visuali-

zation expertise, and two relating to domain expertise. We 

look at visualization expertise because previous research has 

linked it to user satisfaction during simple tasks with static 

visualizations [TCCH12]. In this paper, we are interested in 

seeing whether this impact also extends to more complex, 

interactive visualizations. We measure visualization expertise 

in terms of familiarity with different types of bar graphs, be-

cause ValueCharts are built on these basic visualizations: 

familiarity with simple bar graphs with few data series and 

samples (expertise-simple); familiarity with complex bar 

graphs containing many series and samples (expertise-

complex), and stacked ones (expertise-stacked). For domain 

expertise we include a measure of familiarity with decision 

making, i.e. how often a user makes preferential choices (pref-

choice-frequency), and one that gauges how often one uses 

visualizations in order to make preferential choices (use-viz-

pref-choice). We include these last two measures as domain 

expertise often influences performance (e.g., [LS89, Dil00]). 

4.2 Visualization Layout 

We tested two different ValueChart layouts in the study. The 

first (VC-H) uses a horizontal layout to show the various 

components of the decision making problem (see Figure 1), 

while the second (VC-V) displays the same information using 

a vertical layout (see Figure 2). These two layouts were origi-

nally designed because they each have pros and cons in visua-

lizing the relevant information. For instance, in VC-H the 

number of objectives affects the ability to show the full names 

of the objectives in the tree. This is less of a concern in VC-V, 

because with this layout the visibility of the objectives names 

is only affected by the depth of the tree. On the other hand, 

VC-C requires the labels for alternatives to be displayed verti-

cally (or slanted), making them harder to read. We compare 

these two layouts because previous studies with ValueCharts 

suggest that they may not be equivalent in terms of user per-

formance [BC08]. In particular, it was found that subjects 

performed better on the VC-V than VC-H on low-level tasks 

(e.g., retrieve value & sort), whereas there were only non-

significant trends for the high-level decision making tasks. 

This previous study did not account for user characteristics, 

thus in our study we investigate whether some of these charac-

teristics may play a role in layout effectiveness. 

4.3 Experimental Tasks 

As was done in [BC08], our study included both a high and 

low-level tasks, which are described in detail next. Preferential 
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Table 1: Description of the five low-level task types. 

Task Name Task Definition from [AES05] Sample task question from study Conceptual operations involved 

Retrieve Value  

(RV) 

Given a set of specific cases,  

find attributes of those cases.  
Is the value of 'skytrain-distance' of 

hotel3 less than hotel6? 

 2 retrieve value 

 2 compare value 

Find Extremum  

(FE) 

Find cases possessing an 

extreme valued attribute over 

its range within a data set. 

What factor contributes the most 

towards the overall value of hotel4? 

 10 retrieve value,   

 10 compare values 

 1 retrieve label of extremum 

Sort 

(Sort) 

Given a set of cases, rank 

them according to some 

ordinal metric. 

List the top 3 hotels (in descending 

order) according to overall value. 

 10 retrieve value 

 10 compare value 

  1 retrieve labels of highest 3 

Compute  

Derived Value 1  

(CDV-1) 

 

Given a set of data cases, 

compute an aggregate 

numeric representation of 

those data cases. 

For how many homes is the 'rent' less 

than the 'rent' of home3? 

 10 retrieve value 

 10 compare value  

 1 generate aggregate 

Compute  

Derived Value 2  

(CDV-2) 

List the top 3 homes (in descending 

order) according to the aggregated  

value of 'cost' and space'. 

 20 retrieve value 

 10 generate aggregates 

 10 compare aggregates 

 3 retrieve labels (of highest 3 alternatives) 

 
choice is by definition subjective, so high-level tasks in studies 

targeting this process generally involve  subjective open-ended 

decision making activities that may be typically performed with 

a decision support system. In our study, subjects selected a 

domain of interest (e.g., choosing a restaurant), out of 3 availa-

ble, and were then instructed to take some time to interact with 

the relevant VC and select their preferred item. Because prefe-

rential choice is by definition subjective, we have no gold-

standard decision that can be used to evaluate our subjects’ 

choices. Thus, as is common in decision analysis, we relied on 

subjective measures for decision quality (e.g., decision satisfac-

tion & confidence), based on measures used in [BC08, Yi08]. 

As in [BC08], low-level tasks involve having users answer 

specific questions about the data displayed in a VC. There are 

five different types of low-level tasks in our study, chosen from 

a set of low-level data analysis tasks defined by Amar et al. 

[AES05]. Different task types were selected both to allow par-

ticipants to experience the key functionalities of VC, and be-

cause there is evidence that the influence of individual differ-

ences may vary with task type (e.g., [CM08]). Table 1 summa-

rizes the five low-level tasks, and for each task gives i) its defi-

nition from Amar et al. [AES05], ii) a sample question from 

the study, and iii) the conceptual operations involved. As noted 

in [AES05], a single low-level visualization task might require 

multiple additional lower-level mathematical and cognitive 

actions (e.g. generate aggregate value, compare values). Simi-

larly, low-level tasks are often compounded (e.g., compute 

derived value typically requires multiple preceding retrieve 

values). The number of conceptual operations in Table 1 re-

flects this additional layer of actions per task type, and pro-

vides us with a conceptual measure of complexity (i.e., more 

steps entailing more complexity). The specific operations in 

Table 1 are based on our study tasks, which always involved 

domains with 10 different alternatives and 10 objectives. Fig-

ure 3 below shows the actual average number of VC actions 

performed by users during the study to accomplish the ensem-

ble of conceptual operations for each task type. As shown in 

Table 1, CDV-2 is the most complex task in terms of the 

quantity of conceptual operations involved. It also requires a 

significantly higher number of overall actions to be performed, 

compared to all other tasks (p < .001), as per a 2 (viz layout) 

by 5 (task type) repeated measures ANOVA with overall inter-

face actions as the dependent measure. 

 

Figure 3: VC Interface actions for each low-level task 

4.4 Study Procedure 

We had 99 participants (age range 16 to 40, 49 female), who 

were mostly recruited via dedicated systems at our institution. 

The number of participants was determined a priori based on a 

power analysis [EFB96] given the parameters of our experi-

mental design, defined to detect a small effect size of at least 

R2 = .01 with 0.8 power.  

 

Figure 4: Experimental Procedure. 

As shown in Figure 4, each session consisted of two parts 

divided by a break. Each part included a low-level and high-
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level task phase, during which participants performed tasks 

with one of the VC-H /VC-V layouts. At the end of each part, 

users completed a questionnaire about the subjective evalua-

tion of the visualization used and of the quality of the decisions 

they made in high-level tasks. Visualization layout order was 

fully counterbalanced to account for learning effects, making 

layout order a between-subject control variable in our design. It 

should be noted that the study also included the collection of 

users' gaze using a display-based non-intrusive Tobii T120 

eye-tracker. We do not provide further details on this aspect 

because we are not discussing gaze data in this paper.  

Pre-task phase. Participants began by filling out a pre-study 

questionnaire asking for demographic information as well as 

self-reported expertise with simple, complex, and stacked bar 

graphs.  Expertise-simple was elicited with the question:  'How 

often do you look at simple Bar Graphs', followed by a basic 

bar graph with 8 bars from only 1 data series; Expertise-

complex and Expertise-stacked were elicited with similar ques-

tions referring, respectively, to a bar graph with 48 bars 

grouped in 6 data series and to a stacked bar graph consisting 

of 5 stacked bars. Next, there were two questions to elicit do-

main expertise on decision making (use-viz-pref-choice and 

pref-choice-frequency): 1) 'How often do you need to make a 

preferential choice (e.g., to make a choice between different 

smartphones based on their different features)?'; and 2) 'How 

often do you use visualization tools to make such preferential 

choices?'2.  All questions had five answer options ranging from 

'Never', to 'Very frequently (several times a day)', with 

'Occasionally (several times a month)' as a mid-point. Users 

were then given standard tests for locus of control [Rot66], 

verbal WM [TE89], visual WM [FV09], and perceptual speed 

[EFHD76]. Finally, users underwent a training phase to expose 

them to ValueCharts and to the study tasks.  

Low-level task phases. In each low-level task phase, partic-

ipants performed each of the 5 low-level task types shown in 

Table 1 with one of the two VC layouts. Participants were 

given no time limit, but were instructed to complete the tasks 

as quickly and accurately as possible. To account for within-

subject variance, we had participants repeat each task type 4 

times, which is a well-established procedure in perceptual psy-

chology experiments measuring performance in terms of time 

and accuracy [PHTW11, VZ00]. This process resulted in a 

total of 20 trials per participant for each of the two low-level 

phases, yielding 3960 unique measurements. The tasks for the 

low-level phases were drawn from two domains: 'selecting a 

hotel' and 'buying a home'. All low-level tasks involved 10 

alternatives and 10 objectives, to avoid potential effects in the 

variability of the dataset. Trials were fully randomized per 

participant for task type, task domain, and the objectives and 

alternatives mentioned in each task question. 

                                                                 

2 For instance ConsumerReports© provides multi attribute visualiza-

tions of product rankings. 

High-level task phases. In each high-level task phases, par-

ticipants began by first selecting a domain among three avail-

able: 'buying a smartphone', 'selecting a university', and 

'choosing a restaurant'. They then proceeded to explore this 

domain as needed to select their preferred item. In the second 

high-level phase, users could not choose the same domain 

again. Participants were told to take as much time as they 

needed to make a good decision. Due to the open-ended na-

ture of the high-level tasks, we did not have repeated trials in 

this phase. As for low-level tasks, all high-level tasks involved 

the same number of elements (10 alternatives, 10 objectives). 

Post-Questionnaires. After each sequence of low-level and 

high-level phases, users completed a questionnaire to evaluate 

various components of VC-H and VC-V, as well as their deci-

sion making experience with each visualization in terms of 

decision confidence and satisfaction. For the latter, as it is 

commonly done in experiments on decision support (e.g., 

[CM06]), they provided agreement ratings on the following 

statements on a 5-point Likert scale:  'I am satisfied with the 

decision I made', & 'I am confident about the decision I made'. 

5. Results 

Table 2: Summary statistics of user characteristics data col-

lected from the study. 

 

A correlation analysis over our 9 user characteristics (see 

Table 2) showed that expertise-simple, expertise-complex, and 

expertise-stacked were strongly correlated (r > 0.54,  p < .01). 

Thus, we retain only expertise-complex as a measure of visua-

lization expertise, given its higher variance and range. This 

leaves 7 user characteristics for data analysis. 

5.1 Performance with Low-level Tasks 

For low-level tasks, we look at both task completion time 

(time from now on) and task accuracy as performance meas-

ures. Since the low-level tasks involved multiple trials (e.g., 

each subject performed the same experimental condition four 

times), a suitable means for analysis is a Mixed Model [FH03]. 

We run separate mixed models for time and accuracy, because 

mixed-models do not support multiple dependent measures. 

We compensate for family-wise error using a Bonferroni ad-

justment of n=2, with statistical significance reported post-

correction at the .05 level. All reported pairwise comparisons 

are also further corrected with Bonferroni adjustments. We 
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calculate effect sizes (R²) following [ASB94], and report R²= 

.01 as small, R²= .09 as medium, and R²= .25 as large. 

For each dependent measure, we first run a mixed model on 

the experimental factors, i.e., a 2 (vis layout) by 5 (task type), 

with layout-order and trial-order as a between-subject factors. 

Our data set thus consists of 3960 rows of data (99 participants 

doing 4 trials for each of the 2 vis layout and 5 task types).  

Next, we analyze the effects of each of our seven user characte-

ristics separately, by running a mixed model with the study 

factors and that characteristic as a covariate. Due to the high 

number of covariates in our study, this approach ensures that 

we do not overfit our models by including all co-variates at 

once. Results relating to user characteristics are reported by 

discretizing these measures using a three-way split. Low 

represents the bottom quartile of the values distribution (lower 

25%), average the interquartile (middle 50%), and high the 

upper quartile (top 25%).  

Table 3 shows a selection of results that were found for time 

and accuracy, focusing on the effects of individual differences 

and VC layout. A discussion of these effects follows, organized 

around the two subgroups of results identified by the bolded 

line in Table 3. Main effects for task type and user characteris-

tics are not reported as they are all qualified by interactions.  

Table 3: Significant results for time and accuracy on low-level 

tasks. 'PS' stands for perceptual speed. 

Effect Time Accuracy 

ExpertiseComplex * 

Task Type 

F(16,2933) =2.59,  

p < .001, R²= .06 
- 

VerbalWM * 

Task Type 

F(12,2765) =4.44,  

p < .001, R²= .11 
- 

VisualWM *  

Task Type 

F(52,2851) =2.46,  

p <.001, R²= .08 
- 

PS *  

Task Type 

F(112,3101) =2.35,  

p < .001, R²= .08 

F(112,2803) =1.48, 

p < .001, R²= .05 

VisualWM *  

Vis Layout 

F(13,2725) =3.31,  

p < .001, R²= .04 

F(13,2627) =2.03,  

p < .05, R²= .02 

5.1.1 Interactions between User Characteristics & Task Type 

As Table 3 shows, four of our seven co-variates have an inte-

raction effect with task-type, namely the three cognitive abili-

ties and the retained measure of expertise (expertise-complex). 

It should be noted that, although some of the effect sizes are 

low, they are per-task effects and they would be compounded if 

a user performs many low-level tasks, as typically done in a 

prolonged visual analytics session. For the interaction of ex-

pertise-complex with Task Type on time, pairwise compari-

sons show that for the CDV-2 task, participants with high ex-

pertise are significantly faster (M=33.8s, SD=22.0) compared 

to both low expertise (M=43.5s, SD=25.2) and average exper-

tise (M=42.3s, SD=28.3). Recall that CDV-2 tasks are the most 

complex among the low level tasks, in terms of both number of 

conceptual operations and VC actions (see Figure 3 and Table 

1).  Hence, this result may indicate that differences in visuali-

zation expertise start having an effect when tasks get more 

demanding. However, it may also be the case that this differ-

ence is due to the increase in aggregate manipulation opera-

tions required for CDV-2 (i.e. ‘generate aggregates’ and 

‘compare aggregates’). Nonetheless, to the best of our know-

ledge, this is the first work to directly link visualization exper-

tise (as opposed to domain expertise) to task performance. 

Others have tested this user trait [TCCH12], but have failed to 

find an effect possibly because their tasks were not sufficiently 

complex or did not involve enough aggregate operations. 

For the interaction effect of Verbal WM with Task Type 

on time, pairwise comparisons reveal that the only significant 

result is that low Verbal WM users are slower than the others 

during Sort tasks (Sort and CDV-2), as shown in Figure 6 

below. This result could be due to the fact that these two tasks 

require sorting the available alternatives by one or more objec-

tives. To do so, the user first needs to identify the relevant 

objective(s) by scanning through all the textual labels in the 

objective tree, which may be more taxing for a user with low 

Verbal WM. This explanation is in line with previous findings 

based on gaze data analysis, showing that low Verbal WM 

users tend to spend more time looking at the textual elements 

of a visualization (labels, question text) compared to high 

Verbal WM users [TCCH12]. 

 

Figure 6: Interaction with verbal WM & task type for time. 

For the interaction effect of Visual WM with Task Type 

on time, pairwise comparisons revealed that Visual WM only 

has an effect during the Sort task, with low Visual WM users 

being slower than average Visual WM users. We currently do 

not have an explanation for this result, but we expect to gain 

more insights from the analysis of eye gaze data that we col-

lected during the study, following the approach proposed in 

[TCSC13]. 

For the interaction effect of perceptual speed (PS) with 

Task Type on time, pairwise comparisons indicate that this 

trait has an effect during almost all tasks except for Sort (see 

Figure 7 below). High PS users are significantly faster than 

the others for FE, CDV-1, and CDV-2, and both high and 

average PS users are significantly faster than the low PS users 

for RV tasks. These results show that the impact of perceptual 

speed on task performance (previously uncovered for static 

visualizations [TCCH12, CM08]) extends to Value Charts, a 

more complex interactive visualization. 
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Figure 7: Interaction between PS and task type on time. 

5.1.2 Interaction effects of VisualWM and VisLayout 

We found significant interactions of Visual WM and Vis 

Layout on both time and accuracy, as illustrated in Figure 8 

below. For completion time, pairwise comparisons indicate that 

both low and average Visual WM users are significantly faster 

with the horizontal layout (VC-H) compared to the vertical one 

(VC-V). Furthermore, when working with VC-H, low Visual 

WM users are faster than high Visual WM users. It should be 

noted that speed with VC-H for users with lower levels of Vis-

ual WM does not appear to come at the expense of accuracy, as 

there is no significant difference among the accuracy of the 

three groups when working with VC-H (Figure 8, right). 

 

Figure 8: Interaction effects of Visual WM with Vis Layout for 

completion time (left), and task accuracy (right). 

Although the actual difference in time performance between 

low and high Visual WM users with VC-H is rather small, 

these results are quite strong because previous findings linking 

Visual WM with performance during visualization tasks so far 

have shown that users with lower Visual WM are at a disad-

vantage  [CCH*14]. The finding that in our study this is not the 

case when these users work with VC-H, contributes evidence 

to the idea that giving users the appropriate visual artifacts for 

their cognitive abilities (e.g., a VC-H for users with low to 

average levels of Visual WM) can compensate for limitations 

in these abilities. A similar result was found by Conati & Mac-

Laren [CM08], but involved changing visualization altogether 

for users with high vs. low PS, and related to only one of the 

several tasks addressed in that study (a CDV-type task). Our 

result, in contrast, involves a simpler change (visualization 

orientation), and it is not necessarily qualified by task type.  

5.2 Performance with High-level tasks 

Recall that high-level tasks involve using a VC to explore a set 

of alternatives in a given domain and then select a preferred 

item. Thus, there is no notion of task accuracy and the only 

objective performance measure that we can consider is time 

taken to make a decision. Since there was only one trial in 

each high-level phase, we use a GLM repeated measures for 

this analysis. As we did for performance with low-level tasks, 

we first run a 2 (Vis Layout) by 2 (Layout Order) GLM to 

investigate the effects of the experimental factors, followed by 

additional models to investigate the effects of each of the user 

characteristics as a co-variate. The only interesting finding 

from this analysis is an interaction effect between VisLayout 

and UseVizPrefChoice (F1,96=13.52, p < .001, R²= .14), name-

ly the self-rated frequency of using visualizations for making 

preferential choices (see Figure 9 below). 

 

Figure 9: Time spent for high-level tasks split by reported 

frequency of visualization use for making preferential choices. 

Pairwise comparisons indicate that participants with low 

UseVizPrefChoice took significantly longer to make their 

decision with VC-H than with VC-V. Yet, decision quality 

does not only depend on speed, but also on whether the deci-

sion maker is satisfied and confident with her decision. So, 

VC-V would be better than VC-H for users with low UseViz-

PrefChoice only if VC-V supported decisions in which these 

users were equally or more confident and satisfied than with 

VC-H. To verify if this was the case, we performed a GLM 

repeated measures analysis with the two ratings for decision 

confidence and satisfaction that we collected, as dependent 

measures (analogous to the one we ran for performance meas-

ures). This test yielded no significant results, however lack of 

significance does not necessarily indicate that there is no dif-

ference, thus we ran a follow-up equivalency test on UseViz-

PrefChoice using the methodology described in [RL11]. Our 

results show that decision confidence and decision satisfaction 

with respect to the layout are in fact equivalent for users with 

low UseVizPrefChoice. This result, coupled with the finding 

that these users perform significantly faster with the vertical 

layout, indicate that they would benefit from such a layout. 

More generally, this result is another indication that VC layout 

can affect performance for users with different abilities and 

background, and thus should be further investigated for our 

long-term goal of providing personalized support. 

It may seem surprising that cognitive abilities showed an 

impact on performance with low-level visualization tasks, 

both in this paper and in previous work, and yet we found no 

effects of these abilities on our high-level decision making 

task. A possible explanation is that with high-level tasks, par-

ticipants were able to compensate for lower levels of cognitive 

abilities with other abilities relevant to decision making, in-
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cluding familiarity in using visualization tools for making pre-

ferential choices. In future work, we plan to investigate other 

abilities previously linked to performance in decision making, 

such as spatial [Gon05] and reasoning abilities [SVV99]. 

6. Summary and Discussion 

This paper presented a study to investigate the impact of user 

characteristics on performance with ValueCharts, an interactive 

visualization for preferential choice-making. We extend exist-

ing work on the effect of individual characteristics on interac-

tive information visualizations by: (i) investigating a more 

comprehensive range of user characteristics, i.e., cognitive 

abilities, personality traits, and expertise; (ii) studying their 

impact on both low-level tasks as well as a high-level decision 

making task; and (iii) including a broader array of visualization 

manipulation methods than considered in prior studies. Lastly, 

while previous work compared visualizations that differ in 

terms of functionalities, our study examines two visualizations 

that only differ in terms of layout.  

The study research questions were as follows: (1) Do user 

characteristics impact performance on low-level tasks with 

ValueCharts and (1a) Are these effects mediated by task type? 

(2) Do user characteristics impact performance on a high-level 

decision making task with ValueCharts? (3) Are the effects for 

1& 2, mediated by the visualization layout (e.g., horizontal vs. 

vertical)? We summarize our results in light of our long term 

goal of providing support for visualization processing, tailored 

to the relevant user characteristics, as identified in the study. 

For question 1 and 1a, results were found attributing perfor-

mance differences to task type and all three cognitive measures 

tested (PS, Visual WM, and Verbal WM), as well as expertise 

in using complex bar charts. The effect of expertise shows that 

differences in this trait affects performance in more complex 

low-level tasks, or at least in tasks that contain significantly 

more aggregate operations, suggesting that personalized sup-

port should be available to non-experts for such tasks. The 

results for the other cognitive measures are more nuanced. For 

instance, users with lower measures of PS performed worse 

than their high measures counterparts in all tasks except one. 

Users with lower measures of Verbal WM performed worse 

than their higher measures counterparts in sorting-related tasks 

(Sort and CDV-2). Whereas these findings provide insights on 

which combinations of cognitive abilities and task types may 

warrant personalized help, they do not indicate how this help 

should be provided. We plan to investigate this issue by ana-

lyzing the gaze data that we collected during the study, follow-

ing the approach in [TCSC13]. The goal is to understand 

which specific features in a given task hinder performance if 

one has lower measures of a specific trait (e.g., we may find 

that users with low measures of Verbal WM may have prob-

lems processing the labels in the objective tree during sort-

related tasks). This information can then be used to design 

personalized interventions that alleviate the identified problem 

(e.g., find ways to facilitate the processing of the VC objective 

tree for low Verbal WM users). 

We also found two results indicating that visualization 

layout mediates the effects of  individual  differences on per-

formance, providing a positive answer for question 3.  

The first result is that, for low-level tasks, there was an inte-

raction between the effects of Visual WM and layout: users 

with lower values of Visual WM perform significantly faster 

with VC-H than with VC-V, and with VC-H they actually 

perform better than high Visual WM users. Together with 

previous results showing that low Visual WM can negatively 

affect performance, this finding supports the idea that  adapt-

ing visual artifacts to users’ cognitive abilities (e.g., using a 

horizontal instead of a vertical layout for lower Visual WM 

users) can compensate for limitations in these abilities. This 

finding also suggests that, if a vertical layout has to be used 

because of other constraints, additional support should be 

provided for lower Visual WM users. Gaze data analyses may, 

once again, generate insights on which aspects of a vertical 

layout is actually slowing these users down, informing how to 

design this support. 

The second result related to question 3 is that participants 

with low frequency in using visualizations for preferential 

choice spent significantly more time making their decision 

with VC-H than with VC-V, with similar levels of subjective 

decision confidence and satisfaction. This result also provides 

a positive answer for our research question 2, i.e., user charac-

teristics impact user performance on high-level decision mak-

ing tasks, and suggests that personalization based on VC 

layout should be further investigated for these tasks. To do so, 

we plan to run additional studies focused specifically on high-

level decision making tasks, and including other user characte-

ristics that have been shown to impact decision making (e.g. 

spatial and reasoning abilities). 
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